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Listening 

Time: 10 minutes 

TASK 1. 

Listen to the story and answer the questions. Choose A, B or C. You will hear the story 

twice. 
 

1) The woman went to … . 

A. Crete last year                 B. Greece this year                C. Greece last year 

2) They are going on holiday for … . 

A. two weeks                B. a month                             C. one week 

3) She and her husband are staying in a … . 

A. town                           B. hotel                          C. small village 
4) They are staying by the … . 

A. forest                B. sea                            C. ocean 

5) The woman is going to … every day on holiday. 

A. cook                 B. eat out                        C. do the cleaning 

6) The woman’s husband enjoys … on holiday. 

A. cooking                B. storing up                        C. eating out 

7) Her husband can cook … . 

A. different dishes                 B. nothing                         C. Italian food 

8) Food in local restaurants is said to be … . 

A. exquisite                B. dreadful                       C. loathsome 

9) The man would like to go to … . 

A. Malta                     B. Maltha                   C. a mall 

10) The man has already … his trip. 

A. booked                  B. thought about                      C. had 
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Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

 

Reading 

Time: 20 minutes 

Task 1. 
Read the text attentively and choose the right form from the variants A, B or C below. 

The Simpsons are … (11) Americans. It is a soft satirical parody. The family consists … (12) 

five people: Homer, the father, who likes alcohol; Marge, the mother, who has blue hair; Bart, a 

schoolboy; Lisa, who goes to school too and Maggie, the lovely baby. She doesn’t talk. They all 

love animals. Their favourite TV show … (13) called “The Itchy and Scratchy show”. It … (14) 

a parody on “Tom and Jerry” where a cat and a mouse … (15)each other, but Itchy and Scratchy 

are much …(16) violent. 



The show is set in the fictional town of Springfield, and makes … (17) many aspects of the 

human condition, as well as American culture, society… (18) a whole, and television itself. The 

Simpsons was an early hit for Fox and won several major awards. The Simpsons … (19) cited as 

an influence on many animated sitcoms. 

… (20) its debut on December 17, 1989, the show has aired 403 episodes over 19 seasons. 2007 

marks the 20th anniversary of The Simpsons. A feature-length fi lm, The Simpsons Movie, was 

released worldwide by July 27, 2007. 
 

11) A. animated           B. an animated               C. animate 

12) A. at                       B. from                          C. of 

13) A. was                    B. is                               C. will be 

14) A. is                       B. has                             C. were 

15) A. hurt                   B. hurts                           C. hits 

16) A. much                 B. than                            C. more 

17) A. fun of                B. laugh at                      C. fun at 

18) A. is                       B. as                               C. like 

19) A. has been            B. have been                  C. will 

20) A. When                B. At                               C. Since 
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Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

Task 2. 

Choose the correct explanation for the words (A, B, or C) according to their meaning in the 

text(21-30) 

21) animated  

      A. drawn                B. real             C. ankle 

22) soft-satirical  

       A. looking out       B. deriding      C. setting 

23) favourite  

       A. beloved             B. detested       C. damned 

24) violent  

       A. queer                  B. curious        C. cruel 

25) fictional  
     A. invented                B. assumed       C. brushed 

26) aspect  

     A. perspective             B. shape           C. spot 

27) major  
      A. grand                      B. chief           C. splendid 

28) cite  

       A. fore                       B. answer         C. refer 

29) sitcom ... comedy 

       A. soap                       B. situation       C. satiric 

30) anniversary  

       A. jubilee                   B. annual            C. annite 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

          

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

 

 



Use of English 

Time: 20 minutes 

Task 1. 

For questions 31–45, read the text below and decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits 

each space. There is an example at the beginning (0).  

Music 

Nobody knows for certain what the (0) _______ of music was. Music is certainly older than 

poetry and painting but as early man had no way of (31) _______ it, we can only (32) _______ 

what it sounded like. Watching a child (33) _______ on a drum with his hands or a (34) _______ 

of wood, it is easy to see that this is the simplest of instruments. It does not (35) ____ much 

effort to produce a rhythm on it. 

Wall paintings show what some of the instruments (36) _______ like. Early civilizations had 

already discovered the three basic (37) _______ of producing music: blowing into a tube, 

striking an object, and scraping a string. We know that western music comes from the (38) 

_______ Greeks. The musical scales we use now are (39) _______ on certain sequences of notes 

which the Greek used to create a particular (40) _______. 

Until the sixteenth century, most players of instruments were (41) _______ performers, but as 

music became more (42) _______, orchestras and musical groups began to (43) _______. This 

(44) _______ about the writing of music to be played by several musicians at one time. This can 

certainly be (45) _______ the birth of modern music. 

0   A origin             B age         C spring          D growth 

31. A recording      B playing    C producing   D performing 

32. A think             B reckon      C guess          D realise 

33. A hitting           B knocking   C crashing     D banging 

34. A slice               B point          C piece          D shape 

35. A make           B call               C take           D do 

36. A looked         B appeared      C felt            D sounded 

37. A forms         B manners         C system      D ways 

38. A ancient       B old                 C aged         D antique 

39. A raised        B based         C established    D supported 

40. A spirit         B temper        C mood            D humour 

41. A separate    B lonely         C unique           D single 

42, A widespread   B enlarged   C expanded    D extended 



43. A turn               B appear       C spring         D be 

44. A produced      B affected     C caused         D brought 

45. A appointed     B called        C decided        D named 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

               

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

 

Task 2. 
Fill in the gaps with the right form of the verb. 

46. Jane _____________ (sit) on the bench in the park when it started to rain. 

47. If you ___________ (come) to me after school, we would play computer games together. 

48.  I think I _________ (dance) with Paul at the party. 

49. Kelly ________ (write) three articles this month. 

50. The students __________ (tell) not to be late again. 
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Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

 

Writing 

Time: 20 minutes 

You are witnessing a huge process of renovation in Novorossiysk. Address to Novorossiysk 

authorities with your suggestions on how to improve the life of our citizens in the following 

areas: 

 healthcare 

 education 

 culture 

 outdoor sports facilities 

 public transport 

Write about 150–200 words. 
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